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of infected animals can be differentiated

from that of vaccinated animals. Hence,

DIVA (Differentiation of infected from

vaccinated animals) vaccines have a

negative marker because such vaccines

carry at least one antigenic protein less

than the corresponding wild-type virus.

Marker vaccines and companion

diagnostic tests:

In animal health, one can either

vaccinate animals in order to prevent a

disease or try to eliminate the infection

through strict application of sanitary

measures such as slaughtering of infected

and in-contact animals. Diagnosis of

infection is of paramount importance

whatever the measures taken to fight the

disease. Diagnosis can be direct, through

the detection and identification of the

infectious agent using immunological or

molecular technologies, or indirect, based

upon the detection of specific antibodies

against the suspected infectious agent.

The latter methods have a major

drawback in that one must wait until

antibodies are synthesized by the animal

after infection and generally they do not

allow distinction between a humoral

immune response resulting from an

infection or a vaccination.This problem

can be overcome by adopting new

approaches to vaccine development using

molecular technologies that allow the

production of marker vaccines associated

with companion diagnostic tests

(eg.ELISA, PCR, etc.)

There are currently two types:

– based on the detection of a

serological response against a protein

whose gene has been deleted in the

vaccine stra in (either used as a

replicating vaccine or as an inactivated

vaccine derived from such a deleted virus

Effective control of any infectious

disease in an endemic country needs

better vaccines along with strong

diagnostic support for the specific

identification of the infecting agent.

Traditional vaccine strategies using live

attenuated and inactivated virus has been

successful in the past for some of the

diseases. But for the effective control of

spreading infection during outbreak, along

with the good immunization, the means

of differentiating between the immunized

animal and infected animal should be

there so that immunization can be

materialized in the proper way.

Therefore, it is imperative that newer

approaches to develop vaccines are

explored at faster pace. The advent of

newer methods in molecular biology and

technical advances in DNA

recombination has lead to the production

of new innovative vaccine and

subsequently to a new era in vaccinology.

A  marker vaccine (live or

inactivated vaccine) that can elicit a

protective immunity distinguishable from

the immune response elicited by the

natural infection with the wild type virus.

It is either based on deletion mutants or

on isolated antigenic proteins that allows

the distinction between vaccinated and

infected animals on the basis of

identifiable difference in antibody

responses. A marker vaccine is used in

conjunction with a companion diagnostic

test that detects antibodies against a

protein that is lacking in the vaccine strain.

Animal diagnosed as positive for the

presence of a field infection has to be

eliminated regardless of prior vaccination

with a marker vaccine for the effective

control of disease. The term marker

vaccine is misnomer because the cardinal

feature is not that the antibody response
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vaccine strain),

– based on the detection of the serological response

to virus non-structural proteins (purified inactivated

vaccines). In the case of the deletion vaccines the gene

coding for a  non-essential protein, the marker

characteristic, is always linked with the detection test

while in the case of subunit vaccines (e.g. protein E2 of

classical swine fever virus expressed in baculovirus) the

choice of the marker test assay may be linked to several

other virus proteins. For harmonisation purposes, an

agreed protein should be chosen for the test (e.g. protein

gE of pseudorabies virus). In the first type of marker

vaccines, the marker must always be negative since a

positive marker, for instance provided through the insertion

of a gene coding for a foreign protein, is not suitable;

such a vaccine will only show if the animal has been

vaccinated but will not indicate if the animal was also

infected with the wild virus. Marker vaccine used with

the intention of distinguishing a serological response

resulting from either vaccination or infection must always

be associated with a companion diagnostic test that can

be used during a prophylactic campaign with the aim of

eliminating the infectious agent.

Marker vaccines against viral and bacterial diseases:

Marker vaccines against viral diseases:

As there are no broad-spectrum antiviral

pharmaceuticals available, hygienic measures to limit

exposure and vaccination are the only means to prevent

or control viral infections. Viruses (especially RNA

viruses) are highly variable, and many viral infections are

due to viruses with multiple serotypes (e.g., FMD virus,

bluetongue virus, and influenza viruses). As a

consequence, many of the existing viral vaccines are often

unable to cope with the prevailing strains in the field, and

new ones have to be generated from field strains with

new outbreaks. Numerous conventional live and

inactivated viral vaccines have been produced by animal

health companies and have been used for many decades

in routine vaccination protocols for both companion and

production animals. Increasingly, a number of rationally

designed marker vaccine (DIVA) and subunit vaccines

are reaching the market. Such DIVA vaccines and their

companion diagnostic tests are now available or in

development for several diseases including infectious

bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR), pseudorabies, classical swine

fever (CSF), FMD, PRRS, NDV, Rinderpest, Bird flu,

Equine Arteritis, etc. as detailed below.

Infectious Bovine Rhinotracheitis (IBR):

It is caused by Bovine herpesvirus 1 (BHV-1) a

virus of the family Herpesviridae. Bovine herpesvirus

type 1 (BHV-1) infection of cattles have been identified

internationally as being candidates for eradication from

national herds, and so there has been an impetus for the

development of DIVA vaccines and diagnostics. The

demand for a marker (DIVA) vaccine for IBR in Europe

was met by the development of a glycoprotein E (gE)-

deleted vaccine using conventional methodology(van

Oirschot, et al., 1996). The gE protein is not essential for

viral replication, but it plays a major role in intercellular

spread, particularly along nerves. Specific diagnostic tests

based on gE deletion have been developed using both

gE-blocking enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

(ELISA) techniques and PCR amplification (Perrin, et

al., 1996; Schynts et al.,1999).

Pseudorabies (Aujeszky’s disease):

Pseudorabies is a viral disease in swine that is

endemic in most parts of the world. It is caused by porcine

herpesvirus 1, which is also called pseudorabies virus

(PRV) or suid herpesvirus-1 (SHV-1) and is also known

as Aujeszky’s disease. Deletion of the gE gene has also

been used to enable a DIVA approach for an Aujeszky’s

disease vaccine(Pensaert et al., 2004). The gene for

thymidine kinase is also deleted in some formulations(e.g.,

Suvaxyn Aujesky),  adding to the degree of

attenuation(Ferrari et al., 2000). These deletion vaccines

have been available since the 1980s, and their use has

contributed to disease control and eradication in the United

States and several European countries(Bouma, 2005).

Classical swine fever (CSF):

It is a highly contagious disease of swine caused by

a small enveloped virus with a positive, single-stranded

RNA genome, classified as a member of the genus

Pestivirus within the family Flaviridae (Fauquet et al.,

2005). Structural components of the CSFV virion include

the capsid (C) protein and glycoproteins Erns, E1, and

E2. E2 is the most immunogenic of the CSFV glycoproteins

(Konig et al.,1995; van Gennip et al., 2000; Weiland et

al., 1990), inducing neutralizing antibodies, which provide

protection against lethal CSFV challenge. CSFV subunit

marker vaccine produced in a baculovirus/insect cell

system, formulated in a water-in-oil adjuvant, and

accompanied by discriminatory ELISA tests are available

(Hulst et al., 1993; van Rijn et al., 1996; 1999). The onset

of immunity elicited by this subunit vaccines  occurs 2

weeks post-vaccination, limiting their efficacy relative to

traditional LAV vaccines when animals are exposed to

CSFV shortly after vaccination (Bouma et al., 2000;

Uttenthal et al., 2001). Infectious clone technology has
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recently enabled antigenic modification of attenuated

CSFV strains for use as experimental LAV marker

vaccines. Infectious clones of the C-strain have been used

to replace the antigenic region of E2 and/or the complete

Erns gene with analogous sequences derived from Bovine

Viral Diarrhea Virus (BVDV) (van Gianni et al., 2000).

Also, promising experimental results were obtained with

chimeric viruses using a BVDV infectious clone where

the E2 gene was deleted and replaced by analogous

sequences derived from CSFV strain Alfort (Reimann et

al., 2004). Preliminary data suggest that all these chimeric

vaccine viruses were able to induce protection in pigs

and, significantly, chimera-induced anti-CSFV antibody

responses could be discriminated from those produced by

parental viruses.

Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome

(PRRS):

PRRS is caused by arterivirus a small enveloped

virus (PRRSV) containing a single, positive-stranded RNA

genome that belongs to the family Arteriviridae. It was

first isolated and classified as recently as 1991. The

disease syndrome had been first recognised in the USA

in the mid 1980’s and was called “mystery swine

disease”. It has also been called blue ear disease. The

name porcine arterivirus has been proposed recently.

Here, a highly immunogenic epitope, ES4 gene located in

the nsp2 region (aa 736–790 of pp1a) was deleted and

replaced with the green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene

(at aa 733/734 of pp1a) using reverse genetics. The

resulting recombinant virus was characterized to determine

its potential use as a marker vaccine against PRRSV

infection. GFP antigen and ES4 peptide antigen-based

ELISAs were tested to determine their sensitivity and

specificity as companion diagnostic assays for marker

detection and differentiating vaccinated animals from non-

vaccinated ones (Fang, et al., 2008).

Rinderpest:

Rinderpest or cattle plague, is an economically

important disease of domestic and wild ruminants. The

disease is caused by rinderpest virus (RPV), which is

classified in the genus Morbillivirus  in the family

Paramyxoviridae. The morbillivirus genome consists of

a single strand of negative-sense RNA, which is organized

into six contiguous, non-overlapping transcription units

encoding six structural proteins, the nucleocapsid (N),

polymerase (P), matrix (M), fusion (F), haemagglutinin

(H) and large (L) proteins, in the order 3'-N-P-M-F-H-L-

5' (Bailey et al., 2005; Crowley et al., 1988; Rima et al.,

1986). The N protein is highly antigenic and most abundant

of the structural proteins by virtue of its position close to

the promoter (Cattaneo et al., 1987) and it performs

several functions during virus replication. Therefore, it

appears to be a suitable target for developing a marker

vaccine for RPV. The N protein gene of the RPV virus

strain was deleted and replaced with the equivalent gene

from the PPRV virus. This recombinant virus exhibited

growth characteristics in cell culture similar to those of

the parental viruses, and animals vaccinated with this

chimeric virus were protected from challenge with virulent

virus. The C-terminal variable region of the N protein of

morbilliviruses has been reported to protrude from the

surface of the viral nucleocapsid (Heggeness et al., 1981)

and is, therefore, a good candidate for developing a test

for RPV/PPRV differential diagnosis. The C-terminal

variable region of the RPV N protein when expressed in

Escherichia coli could be used subsequently to develop

an indirect ELISA for serological identification of animals

vaccinated with the chimeric marker vaccine. The

chimeric virus, when used in conjunction with the newly

developed companion serological test, would be suitable

for use in the final phase of the rinderpest eradication

campaign.

Equine arteritis:

Caused by Equine arteritis virus (EAV) an

enveloped plus-strand RNA virus of the family

Arteriviridae (order Nidovirales) that causes respiratory

and reproductive disease in equids which is a worldwide

pathogen for horses and donkeys. The virus was first

isolated from lung tissue of fetuses aborted during an

outbreak in Ohio in 1953 (Doll et al., 1957) and became

the prototype arterivirus. The genome is packaged by the

nucleocapsid protein (N) into an isometric nucleocapsid

(Hyllseth, 1973; Zeegers et al., 1976.) that is in turn

surrounded by a lipid membrane. The envelope contains

six proteins where G
L
 and M proteins are predominant

(de Vries et al., 1992). Protective, virus-neutralizing

antibodies (VNAb) elicited by infection are directed

predominantly against an immunodominant region in the

membrane-proximal domain of the viral envelope

glycoprotein G
L
, allowing the establishment of a sensitive

peptide enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

based on this particular domain (Nugent et al., J. Virol.

Methods 90:167-183, 2000). The present study describes

the generation of a EAV deletion mutant by deleting

G
L gene

 denoted by EAV-G
L
D, which lacks amino acids

(aa) 66 to 112 of the immunodominant domain of EAV G
L

protein. This virus, EAV-G
L
D, replicated to normal titers

in culture cells, although at a slower rate than wild-type

EAV, and caused an asymptomatic infection in ponies.
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The antibodies induced neutralized the mutant virus

efficiently in vitro but reacted poorly to wild-type EAV

strains. Nevertheless, when inoculated subsequently with

virulent EAV, the immunized animals, in contrast to non-

vaccinated controls, were fully protected against disease;

replication of the challenge virus occurred briefly at low

though detectable levels. The levels of protection achieved

suggest that an immune effector’s mechanism other than

VNAb plays an important role in protection against

infection. As expected, infection with EAV-G
L
D does not

induce a measurable response in G
L
-peptide ELISA while

the challenge infection of the animals clearly does. EAV-

G
L
D or similar mutants are therefore attractive marker

vaccine candidates, enabling serological discrimination

between vaccinated and wild-type virus-infected animals.

FMD:

Foot-and-mouth disease, FMD or hoof-and-mouth

disease (Aphtae epizooticae) is a highly contagious

and sometimes fatal viral disease of cloven-hoofed

animals which is caused by foot-and mouth-disease

virus, a picornavirus, the prototypic member of the

Aphthovirus genus in the picornaviridae family. There

are seven FMD serotypes: O, A, C, SAT-1, SAT-2, SAT-

3, and Asia-1. These serotypes show some regionality,

and the O serotype is most common. Recent studies

have identified a number of antigenic non-structural

proteins (NSP) of FMD virus out of which 3ABC gene

appears to be the most reliable marker of FMD virus

replication (Mackay et al., 1998, Sorensen et al.,

1998). The deletion of NSP (3ABC) gene has been

used for enabling DIVA approach for FMD (Cedivac-

FMD inactivated vaccine). For detection of NSP

antibodies ,  the Ceditest  FMD-NS ELISA is

commercially available. ELISA test for the detection

of antibodies against non-structural proteins will play

an essential role in the serological survey of livestock

herds in future post-outbreak situations.

Bird flu (H5N1):

It is caused by Influenza A virus the genus of the

Orthomyxoviridae family. H5N1 a subtype of Influenza

A virus endemic to birds, currently perceived as a

significant emerging pandemic threat. An interesting

development in genetically engineered viral vaccine is the

use of reverse genetic approach to construct the chimera

vaccine (Poulvac FluFend i AI H5N3 RG) to protect

poultry against the pathogenic H5N1 virus. Here the HA

gene was deleted from an H5N1 virus (from a recent

Asian outbreak), inactivated by removing the polybasic

amino acid sequences, and combined with the NA gene

from an H2N3 virus onto an H1N1 “backbone” virus. An

immunoassay able to specifically detect antibodies against

N3 and N1 proteins could be used for DIVA approach

(i.e., N3_ N1_ indicates vaccinated, and N3_ N1_

indicates infected). A further sophistication of this

approach is a recently developed vaccine against avian

influenza virus (Poulvac FluFend), where the

hemagglutinin (HA) gene has been deleted from an H5N1

virus, inactivated by removing the polybasic amino acid

sequences, and combined with the NA gene from an H2N3

virus onto an H1N1 “backbone” virus (Fig. 1). A vaccine

containing the resultant inactivated H5N3-expressing virus

administered in a water-in-oil emulsion protects chickens

and ducks against the highly pathogenic H5N1 strain. (Li

et al., 2008).

Newcastle disease:

Newcastle disease is a contagious bird disease

which is caused by Newcastle disease virus (NDV) of

RAJIB DEB AND VIKUOLIE MEZHATSU

Fig. 1 : Schematic representation of marker vaccine

preparation. The left side of the chart shows the

knockout gene E which is amplified by PCR, cloned,

expressed in prokaryotic cells, raising serum against

protein and is purified. The right side shows the

vaccine strain which lacks gene E that is used for

vaccination
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Genus Avulavirus and paramyxoviridae Family. It is a

negative-sense single-stranded RNA virus.  The

nucleoprotein (NP) of Newcastle disease virus (NDV)

functions primarily to encapsidate the virus genome for

the purpose of RNA transcription, replication, and

packaging. This conserved multifunctional protein is also

efficient in inducing NDV-specific antibody in chickens.

Here, the conserved B-cell immunodominant epitope

NP-IDE gene was deleted  and replaced by S2

glycoprotein of murine hepatitis virus (MHV). Chickens

immunized with this hybrid recombinants virus produce

specific antibodies against the S2 glycoprotein of MHV

and completely lacked antibodies directed against the

NP-IDE. These marked-NDV recombinants,  in

conjunction with a diagnostic test, enable serological

differentiation of vaccinated animals from infected

animals and may be useful tools in ND eradication

programs (Mebatsion et al., 2002). The identification

of a mutation-permissive region on the NP gene allows

a rational approach to the insertion of protective epitopes

and may be relevant for the design of NDV-based cross-

protective marker vaccines.

Marker vaccines against Bacterial diseases:

In case of bacterial dieseases live vaccines has been

prepared by multiple passages in various media in the

hope that some random mutation would deliver a

nonvirulent and attenuation of bacteria, but at the same

time it remain replicable. With currently used molecular

methods, the obtained deletions/mutations can be

identified, but this technology also allows a more targeted

design of live vaccines with specific deletions of

predetermined known genes. Good targets for these

deletions are genes responsible for key metabolic

processes that inhibit the spread of the infection but allow

the development of immune responses against virulence

factors. Alternatively, deletions of virulence-associated

genes are targets, but this may be more problematic when

a protective immune response is desired.

Strangles:

A highly contagious disease in horses caused by

infection with Streptococcus equi subsp. equi. Recently,

Gene-deleted vaccines (Equilis StrepE vaccine) against

strangles was licensed in Europe. This is a live recombinant

vaccine prepared from the S. equi TW928 deletion

mutant lacking bp 46 to 978 of the aroA gene (Jacobs  et

al., 2000; Kelly et al., 2006). This mutant was constructed

by the electroporation of gene knockout and gene deletion

constructs. No foreign DNA such as antibiotic resistance

markers was introduced, but the vaccine strain can

allegedly be identified by an aroA PCR identifying the

partial gene deletion (Kelly  et al., 2006). The live gene-

deleted attenuated vaccine strain was originally developed

for intranasal application, but protection was accomplished

only by intramuscular injections, which in turn resulted in

the local swelling of muscle tissue and the eventual

formation of abscesses at the vaccination site (Jacobs et

al., 2000). However, sub mucosal administration of the

vaccine in the upper lip was shown to confer protection

comparable to that of intramuscular administration with

only minimal local reactions (Jacobs et al., 2000), and it

is with this unusual route of administration that the vaccine

is now licensed.

Porcine pleuropneumonia:

 Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae, the cause of

porcine pleuropneumonia,is a major economic problem in

the swine industry worldwide (Fenwick and Henry, 1994).

Deletions were introduced into the ureC and apxIIA genes

of an Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae serotype 2

strains by homologous recombination and counter

selection. The double gene deletion is highly attenuated,

protects pigs from homologous challenge upon a single

aerosol application, and facilitates the serological

discrimination of immunized and infected herds. The

apxIIA gene was deleted as it encodes a highly

immunogenic virulence factor expressed by all A.

pleuropneumoniae serotypes except serotype 10; it has

been used for serodiagnosis (Belli et al., 2004) and,

therefore, could be used for discrimination of immunized

MARKER VACCINE

Fig. 2 : Schemetic representation showing the differential

diagnosis using anti-non-replicative antibody. The

left side (field strain) shows positive result in ELISA

test. The right side (vaccine strain) it shows negative

result
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and infected herds in routine diagnostics. The ureC gene

was deleted in order to potentially reduce shedding of the

vaccine strain (Allan, G. M., et al., 2004); in addition, it

can serve as a reliable phenotypic marker to discriminate

between the vaccine and the wild-type strain.

Salmonellosis:

It is caused by Salmonella sp. For DIVA approach

to this disease a double-gene- (Aro gene) was deleted

from Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium. The

birds vaccinated with this live attenuated marker vaccine

(MeganVac 1) shows protection against the wild type.

ELISA test is used as a companion diagnostic assay for

marker detection and differentiating vaccinated birds from

non-vaccinated ones. The MeganVac 1 organism has also

been reformulated for immunization of laying hens

(MeganEgg). The Megan vaccines for broilers and hens

were licensed by the USDA in 1998 and 2003, respectively

(Tonpitak et al., 2002).

Conclusions:

Now a days there are new type of vaccine invented

known as Subunit vaccine based on the important viral

protein or glycoprotein produced in special expression

system and formulated with appropiate adjuvent

accompanied by discriminatory ELISA tests. Subunit

antigen approaches to vaccination have been largely

ineffective, as they present only a limited number of

epitopes to the animal’s immune system, and multiple

antigens are generally required for protection. Though

these vaccines will a llow a DIVA approach to

emergency vaccination and disease control in the case

of new outbreaks, these have not yet been used widely

in the field and appear to be less protective than

conventional live, attenuated viral vaccines. Synthetic

peptide vaccines have also been produced, however, so

far they have not been shown to be very effective in

inducing protection against infectious diseases. Current

research is focused largely on combinations of capsid

proteins, including empty capsid delivered by various

expression systems, and the development of sensitive

tests (ELISA) for antibodies against nonstructural

proteins. Though we have seen so many advances and

development in vaccinology during the past decades,

there is still lots yet to be achieved.
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